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QUESTION 1

A Newsletter controller contains the following route: 

Assuming the Custom Object metadata exists, why does this route fail to persist the data submitted in the form beyond
the template render lifecycle? 

A. Custom Objects can only be created by Job scripts 

B. The Custom Object creation is not wrapped in a Transaction 

C. The CustomObjectMgr variable should be declared outside of the route 

D. The Subscribe route is missing the server.middleware.http middleware 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer needs to show only car accessories when shoppers use the search term car accessories and exclude
technology accessories and household accessories. 

Given the above requirement, what is the recommended approach using the Search Dictionaries Dashboard? 

A. Create a Common Phrase Dictionary entry: car accessories. Use search mode Exact Match. 

B. Create a Synonym Dictionary entry: car accessories, household, technology. Use search mode First Word. 

C. Create a Common Phrase Dictionary entry: car accessories, NOT household, NOT technology. Use search mode
Exact Match. 

D. Create a Synonym Dictionary entry: car accessories, !household, !technology. Use search mode Exact Match. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A merchant uploads an image using the Content Image Upload module of Business Manager. 

Which three modules can the merchant or developer use to display the image on the Storefront? (Choose three.) 

A. Content assets 

B. Storefront catalogs 

C. ISML templates 

D. Content slots 

E. Payment types 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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QUESTION 4

Given the customer basket described below: 

1.

 A customer has an existing basket that consists of multiple items. 

2.

 One of the items is identified as a gift item by an attribute at the product line item. 

The developer needs to write custom code to fetch the customer basket and then modify the basket based upon the
items in the cart. If the basket contains any gift items, modify the basket and create a separate shipment for the gift
item. 

Four hooks are required to make the modification, beginning with modifyGETResponse and ending with validateBasket. 

1.

 dw.ocapi.shop.basket.modifyGETResponse 

2.

 -- missing hook -

3.

 -- missing hook -

4.

 dw.ocapi.shop.basket.validateBasket 

What are the two missing hooks on the middle? (Choose two.) 

A. dw.ocapi.shop.basket.shipment.afterDELETE 

B. dw.ocapi.shop.basket.shipment.beforePOST 

C. dw.ocapi.shop.basket.shipment.beforePATCH 

D. dw.ocapi.shop.basket.shipment.beforeDELETE 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC4/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2FOCAPI%2Fcurrent%2Fusage%2FHooks.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A client has two B2C Commerce sites in the same instance: one for the U.S. market, the other for the European market.
The product they make are sold with different safety certificates based on the world location. 
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For example, they sell a smartphone with certificate A in the U.S. and certificate B in Europe, a hairdryer with certificate
C in the U.S. and certificate D in Europe, and more. 

How should a developer allow the merchant to display the appropriate certification logo in the product details page,
depending on the customer\\'s location? 

A. Add a Localizable custom preference to the SitePreference system object type. 

B. Add a Site-specific custom attribute to the Product system object type. 

C. Add a Localizable custom attribute to the Certificate system object type. 

D. Add an Image custom preference to the SitePreference system object type. 

Correct Answer: A 
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